
If Light Tape® is not secured or held in place, such as loose on a table, it will vibrate, producing a slight hum generally only 
audible in very quiet environments.  We recommend firmly attaching the product or utilizing a backing buffer to reduce
any noise.

 •  Strips-- Ensure that the product is securely mounted to the surface.  Loose lamps will produce a slight hum.   
    However, 90% of the noise can be reduced if mounted properly.  See our recommended mounting tapes.
 •  Panels-- It is possible to mount with VibraMount™ foam or other dampening material behind a panel to 
      eliminate any noise.  Again, make sure the panel is firmly secured in a frame or recommended system.  
    The weight of the lens usually is all you need to dampen any noise.
 •  Power supply-- Generally, the power supply is located away from the lamp and is not an issue.  A NEMA
    enclosure (see example and purchasing information below) can be used to reduce any harmonics emitted 
       by the power supply.
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Remote Power Supply Installation
Sometimes, the power supply must be located far from the lamps.  In this case, shielded conduit may be required 
to protect against high frequency and high voltage.

 •  NEMA enclosure is required to store power supply when located outdoors. It is made 
    of polycarbonate that is highly resistant to heat and nature’s elements.  These 
               enclosures can be found at http://www.automationdirect.com/enclosures.
 •  50 foot connection radius-- it is possible to install the Light Tape® up to 50 feet from 
    the Smart Driver™ power source.  Multiple connections are possible from one central location.

  
  
 

 •  Electrical Metallic Tubing (EMT) conduit is required to shield the high voltage and high frequency AC    
       signals for remote installations.  All wiring should be within a conduit and 600 volt rated.
 •  Always follow all local electrical codes. 

 

Smart Driver™ Lighting Ballasts

•   Input Voltage 90 - 265v 50/60 Hz. 
•   Output Voltage 200 - 350v Variable. 
•   Output Frequency 500 - 1000 Hz Variable. 
•   Output Power 500 W. 
•   Size 7 x 3 x 2 inches. 
•   Weight 3.25 lb /1.48 kg/49.4 oz. 
•   Mounting Enclosure has mounting flanges.
•   RS232C based communication to Hand 
    held unit. 

 

There are a variety of models to choose from depending on desired usage.  
Each model has slightly different features based on popular customer 
requests.  We will recommend the ideal lighting ballast depending on 
which key feature 

 
•   Short circuit, over current, and other safety features built into design. 
•   External dimmer to adjust brightness. 
•   Micro Controller based Power Supply. 
•   Input voltage and frequency can be preset by a LCD based hand held 
    unit. 
•   Warning message when frequency is being preset to higher ranges. 
•   Discrete blinking or blinking time can be set to various preset blinking 
    rates.
•   Designed to comply with CE, UL, & CSA norms.  

Picture of supplies 

Light Tape® produces it’s unique glow when electricity is applied.  Light Tape is able to accept AC or DC power inputs.  
Our Smart Driver™  Lighting Ballasts adjust voltage and frequency to illuminate the lamp in the most efficient way 
possible.   

All you need to know is the total surface area of the lamps you wish to illuminate and the input voltage, AC or DC.  
From there, the rest is easy. 

Smart Driver™ Lighting Ballasts:  AC Input

Light Tape® can be operated with standard batteries.  With such a low current draw, 
it is a possible to achieve hours if not days  of illumination with one charge.  Our DC 
inverters are able to accept a variety of input voltages.  However, our standard input 
is 12 volt unless otherwise specified.  Alternate input voltages are available upon 
special request.   

KEY FEATURES

Smart Driver™ Lighting Ballasts:  DC Input

General Specifications

KEY FEATURES

•   Temp. Range:  -30°C to +85°C
•   High Efficiency
•   Reverse Polarity Protection
•   No Load Protection
•   Short Circuit Protection
•   Quiet operation
•   Small form factor
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Smart Driver™ Outdoor Enclosures

If a Smart Driver™ Lighting Ballast is kept outdoors, it must be housed in 
protective enclosure.  These enclosures are made of polycarbonate that is 
highly resistant to heat and nature’s elements.  These enclosures can be
found at http://www.automationdirect.com/enclosures. 

  

Example of Outdoor Enclosure

50 feet max
from power

supply

Smart Driver™

Light Tape® Mounting Guidelines
It is important to consider your environment when installing Light Tape®.  For example, it may be important to 
specify an outdoor barrier encapsulation for an indoor application. 

A few quick rules: 
 •  All outdoor installations must be in a mounting channel or approved system that allows Light Tape® to
    expand, contract or "float" with weather (see Outdoor Mounting System on pages 14-17).  Electrical 
               connections should be in a J-box and wiring in conduit.
 •  Do not bend or kink Light Tape® outdoors, straight runs only.
 •  When installed within public reach, it is recommended a protective lens or other cover Light Tape® to 
    prevent tampering.
 •  Do not use aggressive contracting adhesives to mount the Light Tape® lamp.  Please see our suggested 
    products on the Mounting Adhesives and Sealants Section (page 11).
 •  Floors, wet locations, or high humidity areas require exterior barrier encapsulation, and factory seals are 
    strongly recommended.

Noise Dampening


